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The Science of the Soccer Substitution 
Timing Is Everything

The minutes soccer managers should make their 
three substitutions to have the best chance of 
scoring at least one goal. The rule only applies to 
the team trailing in the score and it has no effect on 

the team ahead or if the score is tied.

The pace and flow of soccer generally make it 
difficult for managers to affect the outcome of a 
match once it begins. Since soccer has almost 

no stoppages for coaches to draw on clipboards or strategize with their 
players, a manager's most critical in-game decision may be choosing when to utilize his three substitutions.

That's where Bret Myers, a professor of management and operations at the Villanova School of Business, comes 
in. A lifelong soccer player and fan, he sought to help  coaches make their subs at exactly the right moment and 
discovered what he calls the "Decision Rule."

To determine this, Dr. Myers analyzed the substitutions and ensuing results of every game played during the 
2009-10 season in the top  English, Spanish, Italian and German professional leagues, as well as the 2010 Major 
League Soccer season and the 2010 World Cup. He concluded that if their team is behind, managers should make 
the first substitution prior to the 58th minute, the second substitution prior to the 73rd minute and the third prior to 
the 79th minute. Teams that follow these guidelines improve—score at least one goal—roughly 36% of the time. 
Teams that don't follow the rule improve about 18.5% of the time. He noted 1,037 instances the rule could have 
been applied and found that managers abide by it a little less than half the time. He also found that the timing of 
subs has no effect on the team ahead in the score or if the match is tied.

Dr. Myers said the rule shows that coaches underestimate the significance of fatigue late in a match, which causes 
them to overvalue starters and undervalue substitutes.

Bret R. Myers Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
Villanova University

SUBSTITUTION TIME

First Prior to 58th minute

Second Prior to 73rd minute

Third Prior to 79th minute

• Chance of scoring when followed: 36% 
• Chance of scoring when NOT followed: 
18.5%

• Chance of scoring when followed: 36% 
• Chance of scoring when NOT followed: 
18.5%

This month’s issue has a slightly different appearance due to 
the 2013 Workshop this past weekend at United Sports in 
Downingtown. Our eight clinicians included: Keith Tabatznik, 
Region I Boys Director of Coaching; Eric Wagner, Head 
Coach of Swarthmore College Men; Toril Hinchman, Girls 
ODP Head Coach U15’s; Jess Reynolds, Head Coach of St. 
Joseph’s University Women; Charlie Inverso, Head Coach of 
Rider University Men; Sue Barr, Child Development Coach at 
YSC: Eric McAleer, Former Scottish U20 National Team 
Player and Women’s National Staff Coach April Kater. Field 
session were extremely informative and selected sessions 
are provided in this newsletter.  In the following weeks we will 
also have some videos available.



UPCOMING COACHING COURSES

F License
Dover Area SA

Dover Community, 17315
16 March, 2013

F License
Falls SC

Falls Twp Community Park
23 March, 2013

D License
Widener University

Chester
31 May-2 June, 2013

14-16 June, 2013

 F License
Pottsgrove SC

Pottsgrove
16 March, 2013

E  License
VE SC

Davisville
3-5 May, 2013

D License
Rose Tree SC

Media
12 -21 April, 2013

E License
Widener University

Chester
31 May-2 June, 2013

E License
Ukrainian Nationals

Horsham
8-10 March, 2013

D License
Parkland ASC

Allentown
8-10 March, 2013
15-17 March 2013

NATIONAL TEAM LIGA MX EUROPA LEAGUE YOUTH GAMES

USWNT
Mar. 8, 9:00PM
USA v China PR

Mar. 11, 11:00AM
USA v Sweden

Mar. 16, 9:00PM
Pachuca v Peubla

Mar. 31, 2:00PM
Toluca v Tijuana

Mar. 7, 12:00PM
Anzhi Makhachkala v 

Newcastle

Mar. 14, 2:00PM
Inter Milan v 

Tottenham Hotspurs

State Cups begin
good luck to all taking 
part in the National 

State Cup, Presidents Cup 
and Turkey Hill Challenge 

Cup 

For more information, details and registration, please visit EPYSA.org

Game Watcher

National C License News

National C License is scheduled for August 1 - 4, & August 8 - 11 in Delaware at the Kirkwood Soccer Club. For registration and 
further details visit www.dysa.org.

NATIONAL TEAM UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE ENGLISH PREMIER LEAGUE LA LIGA

USMNT
Mar. 22, 10:00PM
USA v Costa Rica

Mar. 26, 10:30PM
Mexico v USA

Mar. 12, 3:45PM
Barcelona v AC Milan

Mar. 13, 3:45PM
Malaga v FC Porto

Mar. 10, 11:00AM
Liverpool v Tottenham

Mar. 30, 11:00AM
Man. City v Newcastle

Mar. 10, 6:00AM
Atletico Madrid v 

Valencia

http://www.dysa.org
http://www.dysa.org


Coach Hinchman grew up in 
Oslo, Norway and then 
traveled back and forth from 
Europe to the United States 
during her high school 
years.

S h e p l a y e d s o c c e r 
internationally in Germany 
fo r th ree years , wh i le 
attending the University of 
Maryland European Division. 

She is a graduate of the University of Maryland (B.S. 
Business) and Rosemont College (M.A Education) - where 
she also received honors for Outstanding Academic 
Achievement and earned her Pennsylvania Teacher's 
Certification.

Coach Tabatznik served as an 
assistant National Coach for 
Be rmuda fo r Wor ld Cup 
qualifying in 2009.  He also is 
the Head Coach for Region I 
ODP and is on the US National 
Staff for Caoching Education.  
He is a TV analyst for Fox 
Soccer Channe l and fo r 
Comcast SportsNet - working 
on the college games and for 
DC United.

In January 2011, he was introduced in the the Virginia/DC 
Soccer Hall of Fame.

Eric Wagner  took over the 
Garnet soccer program in 
2002, transforming the team 
in sho r t o rde r. I n t en 
seasons, Wagner's teams 
have posted a 122-59-22 
record, and have had 12 
post-season tournament 
appearances.  Last season, 
the Garnet won their second 
E C A C c h a m p i o n s h i p , 
defeating the top two seeds 

en route to the title.   In 2010, Wagner's Garnet squad 
posted a 16-1-4 record, won the Centennial Conference 
Championship for the second time in three seasons (2010, 
2008) and reached the NCAA Tournament for the third-
consecutive season (2008-10). The 2010 season also saw 
the Garnet earn a No. 1 national ranking for the first time in 
program history.   During the 2008 and 2009 seasons, 
Wagner led the Garnet to back-to-back NCAA Sweet 16 
appearances.  

Sue is responsible for 
overseeing all youth programs 
for kids under the age of seven 
years.  The former Cornell 
Univeristy varsity soccer player 
is an expert at creating age-
appropriate skill development 
games and exercises in a FUN 
and nurturing learning 
environment.  Responsible for 
introducing the beautiful game 
to "1st-timers". Sue and her 

team are committed to providing action-oriented classes 
where players develop their soccer FUNdamentals while 
building self-esteem.

Eric grew up in Scotland 
playing he has a Scottish 
FA “A” (i) License, a 
USSF “B” License. McAleer 
is a former professional 
player for Falkirk (D1) and 
East Stirling (D2) in 
Scotland.  The former 
Scottish National Youth 
Team player is currently is 
the owner of Excel 
International Sports.

April Kater was named the 
Head Development Coach 
for the U.S. Youth Women’s 
National Teams on Jan. 25, 
2013. 
In the newly created position, 
Kater will work closely with 
Wo m e n ’s D e v e l o p m e n t 
Director Jill Ellis and be 
responsible for developing 
and maintaining a national 
database, tracking elite youth 

players to serve all of U.S. Soccer’s girls’ Youth National 
Teams. She will also coach and assist in U.S. Soccer’s 
National Training Center initiatives, serve as the head 
coach for the U.S. U-14 Girls’ National Team program and 
also work with the U.S. U-15 Girls’ National Team.

MEET THE CLINICIANS
Toril Hinchman, Region 1 Coach 
Olympic Development Program

Eric McAleer, Former U21 Scottish Keith Tabatznik, Head Coach Region 1 
Olympic Development Program

Eric Wagner, Head Coach 
Swarthmore College

Sue Barr, YSC Child Development Coach

April Kater, US Soccer, 
Women’s Youth Develpment Coach



Technical Exercies for the Elite Player
April Kater - U.S. Soccer, Women’s Youth Development Coach

TECHNICAL DIAMOND

Area 10 x 20
Groups of 8 to 10
2+ balls per group
1 dummy defender
4 cones
Rotate to the spot you 
pass to

(12 MINUTES)

TECHNICAL Y

TECHNICAL STAR

TECHNICAL BOX
• Play proper foot
• 1st touch
• Proper entry ball in front or behind defender
• Timing of runs 
• Build patterns on both sides of grid (wall 

pass, 3 man-combo, slip ball behind D)

Area 10 x 20
Groups of 8 to 10
2+ balls per group
2 dummy defenders
4 cones
Rotate to spot the you 
pass to 

(12 MINUTES)

• Play proper foot
• Turning under control
• Dribbling under control
• Timing of runs
• Build patterns on both sides of grid
• (wall pass, 3 man-combos, unbalanced run)

Area 20 x 20 
Group of 10 or more
3  balls

(12 MINUTES)

• 1st touch
• Timing of movement off the ball
• Quality of pass/weight
• Training both feet by switching direction
• Build to technique in air (volley/header)
• 2 touch – 1 touch – inside foot volley - header

Area 30 X 30  
Groups of 8 to 10 
2+ balls per group 
Rotate to the spot you 
pass to

(12 MINUTES)

• 1st touch, turning on the half turn
• Timing of movement off the ball
• Quality of pass/weight
• Training both feet
• Build to bigger combinations (wall pass, 3 

man – combos, unbalanced runs)



Creating a Dynamic Attack
Toril Hinchman - ODP & The Baldwin School, Head Women’s Coach

TECHNICAL WARM-UP

Working with a target forward (TF) and two attacking midfielders (AM), will 
go through 5 options in an attack.  Rotate players quickly – utilizing both 
sides of the field.  Finishing on goal.  (Progressing to adding more players 
and defenders)
The right AM plays a pass to TF, who lays off a pass to the left AM – while 
the TF creates space between herself and the cone (defender) in order to 
create space for the penetrating pass. (then progress to creating space 
and then running across to receive pass)
Same as above, but pass to 2nd runner
Left AM plays a pass to TF who lays a pass off to right AM.  Left AM then 
makes a diagonal run behind the defender, and the right AM plays a 
straight pass into the space behind the defender.
Diagonal run without the ball / diagonal run with the ball –diagonal pass.
Overlapping run.

SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY

GAME

Warm-up: Dynamic stretching 
 
Play 4 v 4 (+2) in a small grid.  The focus will be on getting the players 
to start developing creativity in the attack – a variety of runs (bent, 
diagonal, checking, and unbalancing) & passing options.

SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY

8 v 6 to goal/targets.  (Working with the 8 – attacking to goal; the 6 can 
counter to targets).  Focus is trying to incorporate what the players 
have learned into a game – creating a more dynamic attack.  Players 
are encouraged to take risks and try a variety of attacking options. 
Getting more numbers forward; variety of runs; being unpredictable; 
creating space to score; penetration; width; mobility; creativity in 
decision making; partnership; communication

5 v 5 or 4 v 4 games -  ball must stay on ground… this 
encourages the types of touches and passing that has been 
worked on in the session.



Defending as a Team Unit 
Eric McAleer - Former U-21 Scottish International 

TECHNICAL WARM-UP

2v2 DEFENDING
In a grid suitable to age of players.  Attackers may pass as well as dribble and try 
to get the ball over the opposite end line under control.  The defenders try to gain 
possession of the ball.  
If the attackers get to one end they turn and attack the opposite end of the grid.  
Switch roles after two minutes.

PURPOSE/COACHING POINTS

Tactically reading when to be the first defender.

Help the players recognize when they should be the first defender and when to 
switch the roles with the other defender.

SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY

GAME

Unlimited space. Partner with the 
ball faces one of the touchlines and 
dribbles towards his/her partner. 
The defending partner does a slow 
retreat while staying within one 
yard of the dribbler. Shadow the 
moves of the dribbler as s(he) 
dribbles towards the opposite 
touchline

Once the opposite line is reached 
the players switch roles, repeat the 
exercise and work back towards 
the original starting point.

VARIA TIONS:
Face-to-face 
Side-to-side 
Recovery 

PURPOSE/COACHING POINTS
Body shape (posture)
Footwork
Angles to the dribbler
Space (distance between the 
defender and attacker) & (location 
in the playing area)

SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY

4v4 TWO GOALS
No goalkeepers are used in this exercise so as to emphasize the need for 
proper defensive pressure on the ball.  Otherwise play by the normal rules of 
play for the age group.  The small playing area and the small number of 
players will give the players many opportunities to act as the first defender.  
Set up more grids if needed to keep all the players active.

PURPOSE/COACHING POINTS

Are the players beginning to execute the points taught through the session on 
how and when to be the first defender?

8v8 MATCH

Combine the players now and include the goalkeepers.  Play a regulation 
match for ten minutes.

PURPOSE/COACHING POINTS

Observe the players to see the decisions they make about playing first 
defender.

Observe the players physical execution of the first defender.



Developing Touch & Disguising Passes 
Keith Tabatznik - Region I ODP, Head Coach

TECHNICAL WARM-UP

Grid work. Grids of about 7 yards by 7 yards.
4 or 5 in a grid pending numbers.
1 in middle and others between corners on outside of grids
3 balls per grid – 1 with each of players on outside (in groups of 5 )
1 person will be “resting/coaching”
Player in middle faces forward so that there is a server on each side and 
directly in front.
Each player takes about 30 seconds in center then rotates.
Pattern of passing goes left-center-right-center-left-etc
Main points include technique of passing with inside foot, outside foot, 
volleys as well as body balance and improvement of “weak” foot, 
disguising passes
If groups of 5 then 1 player “rests” physically, but “coaches” his group 
while he rests.

SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY

GAME

1 ball for groups of 4 or 5.  
Inter-passing and moving.  

SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY

Keep away in grids: defender stays IN grid. Attackers OUTSIDE and 
ball must go through grid.

5v5 or 4v4 games -  ball must stay on ground… this encourages the 
types of touches and passing that has been worked on in the session.



Zonal Defending 
Eric Wagner- Swarthmore College, Head Men’s Coach

TECHNICAL WARM-UP

3v5 in a 30x30 yd. grid - directional
-defenders must deny penetration of attackers through grid
-attackers must possess ball from top of grid to cross bottom line (dribble 
or pass across)

SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY

GAME

1. Major Concepts
" -Pressure on ball
" -Covering defender & communication
" -Balancing defender & space
" -Team Shape
2. Detail Concepts
" -Directed pressure - triggering positional defending by rest of team
" -Body Position in relation to the ball
" -Position vi in relation to defending teammates

2v3 in a 15x20 yd. grid - directional
-defenders must deny penetration of attackers through grid
-attackers must possess ball from top of grid to cross bottom line (dribble 
or pass 

SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY

"Balance Exercise" 
4 defenders inside a wide, short grid (30 wide by 12-15 long)
ALL attacking players on either side of the grid (not sidelines, just front 
and back) - split evenly between both sides
Defenders must keep ball from passing through grid from one side to 
the other
Ball must be PASSED on ground through the grid, eluding defenders

*Defenders cannot go outside grid, attackers cannot come inside grid
*Attackers have unlimited touches on outside to control

6v4 to goal (1/2 field)
-defenders must deny penetration/shots/scoring and can play target 
goals (at midfield out wide on either side) when they win the ball
-attackers must attempt to score and prevent defenders from winning 
ball and scoring on mini-goals on counter-attack


